Hating Americans: Jemaah Islamiyah and the Bali Bombings

Late on the night of 12 October 2002, Ali Imron walked into the al-Khurobah mosque in Denpasar and performed a prayer of thanks. Shortly beforehand he had heard the massive bomb blast at the Sari Club and felt the ground shake beneath his feet. He had played a key role in assembling the bomb and knew that many people had died in the blast at Sari Club and Paddy’s Bar as targets. He went on to say that he had chosen the Sari Club he repeatedly told them he ‘hated Americans’. Mukhlas was quoted as saying: ‘[We wanted] to terrorise the gov- ernment of America’.3

By Greg Fealy

The attitude and motivation of Ali Imron and his fellow accused ‘Bali bombers’ deserves close attention, not only to enable scholars of Islam and ter- rorism to understand the specific dynamics of Southeast Asian extrem- ists but also to provide warnings with a basis for designing effective anti- terrorism policies. Most scholars of ter- rorism agree that context is critical to understanding extremist activity. Fac- tors which drive terrorism in one time or place may not be present in other periods or locations. While much is now known about al-Qaeda’s thinking, we should be wary of assuming that the Bali bombers were acting from pre- cisely the same mindset.

The bomb at the Sari Club, along with a smaller preceding explosive at the nearby Paddy’s Bar, killed 204 peo- ple. Twenty-three Britons, nineteen Swedes and seven Americans. There is now sufficient material available from police testimony and media interviews to enable a protobufanalysis of the Bali bombers’ mindset. The evidence would suggest that an extreme hostility towards the West, and the US in par- ticular, was a critical factor.

Within a month of the bombing, the joint Indonesian and foreign police investigation began arresting key sus-pects, almost all of whom were mem- bers of the clandestine Jemaah Islamiyah (JI) movement. JI is at the extreme fringe of the region’s small Rad-ical Islamic communities and is the only genuine transnational terrorist organi- zation in Southeast Asia. Although most of its leadership and the majority of its operations were Indonesian, it had active cells in all four countries and had held planning meetings and train- ing programmes across the region. There is strong evidence of JI involv- ement in terrorist attacks since 2000, including the ‘Christmas Eve 2000’ church bombings in Indonesia, which killed nineteen people, and the Metro Manila attacks of the same month, which left twenty-one dead. Jemaah Islamiyah was established by the Arab- Indonesian preacher, Abdullah Sungkar, in the mid-1990s but another- Indonesian of Yemeni extraction, Abubakar Bashir, took over leadership of the organization following Sungkar’s death in 1999. Estimates of the orga- nization’s current membership vary from about 200 to several thousand. At the time of writing, Indonesian police have either charged or intend to charge at least thirty-three people in connec- tion with the Bali bombings.

Public attention has been focused on four of the accused bombers: Amrozi, Ali Imron, Mukhlas, and Imam Samudra. The first three are Bureaux. Amrozi purchased the explo- sives and minivan into which the Sari Club bomb was placed. Ali Imron and Mukhlas were both veterans of the war against the Soviet Union in Afghanistan in the 1980s; the former helped to design and assemble the bombs and the latter, as JI’s operational head, had oversight for the attack. Imam Samudra, another former mujahid, was the JI field command- er leading the bombing.

Anti-American hostility

Police interrogation and media inter- views soon established that a deep ani- mosity towards the West, the United States in particular, was a primary motivating factor for the bombers. The US was seen as embodying the anti-Islamic struggle of the Christian- and Jewish-dominated Western world. When investigators asked Amrozi why he wanted to bomb the Sari Club he repeatedly told them he ‘hated Americans’. Similarly, Imam Samudra made it clear that his main tar- get was the US. He said: ‘I hate Ameri- ca because it is the real centre of inter- national terrorism, which has already repeatedly terrorised Islam’. ‘I carry out jihad’, he declared, ‘because it is the duty of a Muslim to avenge, so [that] the American terrorists and their allies understand that the blood of the Mus- lim community is not shed for nothing.’ He went on to say that he had chosen the Sari Club and Paddy’s Bar as targets because he knew they were ‘often visit- ed by Americans and even Mossad people’. Later, when interviewed that many of the victims were Australian tourists, Imam Samudra was said to be ‘shocked’ and ‘quite regretful’ because they were ‘not the right target’. Mukhlas was quoted as saying: ‘[We wanted] to terrorise the gov- ernment of America’.3

Arguably, the most complete public statement of the bombers’ position appeared on the Istimata (Absolute Struggle) webpage, which Imam Samu- dra said ‘sets out the essence of my struggle’.4 He declared: ‘Let it be acknowl- edged that every single drop of Muslim blood, from any nationality and place, will be remembered and accorded due respect: The site referred to thou- sands of Muslims who perished in Afghanistan, Sudan, Palestine, Beirut, and Kashmir, and Iraq, stating: ‘The heinous crime and international conspiracy of the Christians also extends to the Philippines and Indonesia. This has resulted in Muslim cleansing in Moro [southern Philippines], Ambon, Poso and surrounding areas. It is clearly evi- dent the crusade continues unabated and the blood of the Muslim people will not stop…Every blow will be repaid. Blood will be redeemed by blood. A life for one Muslim to another is like a single body. If one part is in pain, the other part will also feel it. It continued: ‘To all you Christian unbelievers, if you define this act [i.e., the Bali bombings] on your civilians as heinous and cruel, you yourself have committed crimes which are more heinous. The crimes of the babies and Muslim women...has[ic] never suc- cceeded in stopping your brutality. Well, here we are the Muslim men! We will harness the pain of the death of our brothers and sisters. You will hear the consequences of your actions wherever you are. It concludes by saying: ‘We will be the leaders in the Islamic holy struggle and are happy to die as mujahidin, was the JI field command- er leading the bombing.

Bali Bombings

The Bali bombings killed 204 people at a range of locations across Denpasar, the capital of Bali, an island in Indonesia. The attacks were carried out by a group of four men, including Ali Imron, who was later captured and sentenced to death. The bombers were part of a larger network known as Jemaah Islamiyah, which had been responsible for several terrorist attacks in the region.

The bombings were a response to the perceived threat posed by Western countries, particularly the United States, to Islamic societies and culture. The attackers believed that the USA was responsible for a range of issues, including the war in Afghanistan and the perceived threat to Islamic values.

The attacks had a significant impact on the region, leading to increased security measures and a crackdown on terrorist networks. The Indonesian government, in particular, was criticized for its response to the attacks and for the continued presence of Jemaah Islamiyah and similar groups in the region.

Despite the subsequent efforts to combat terrorism, the legacy of the Bali bombings remains a significant issue in Indonesia and the wider region.
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await the enemy’s bullet or spear piercing my breast so that I die a martyr. I await the enemy’s bullet or spear piercing my breast so that I die a martyr. I await the enemy’s bullet or spear piercing my breast so that I die a martyr. I

Numerous scholars of the psychology of terrorism have observed that religion can impart a powerful sense of mission and purpose, which is often an important aspect of the terrorist mindset. Jurensmsmeyer, in his insightful study of religiously motivated terrorism, concluded that many terrorists see themselves as involved in a conflict of cosmic proportions, something that transcends ordinary human experience. Images of divine struggle between good and evil are frequently found in terrorist rhetoric. This phenomenon is not unique to Muslim extremists and can be found among violent militants of all faiths.

**Ba’asyir’s dualism**

A good example of this dichotomized, absolutist view of the world is the preaching of JI’s (commander), Abubakar Ba’asyir. He told his followers that: ‘Allah has divided humanity into two segments, namely the followers of Allah and those who follow Satan. God’s group [Hizbullah], and Satan’s group. For Hizbullah, one must be prepared to forfeit one’s life for the Shariah (Islamic law). [Hizbullah] do not embrace non-believers and would rather free themselves of life than be lost in the world of non-believers. We [i.e., Hizbullah] would rather die than follow that which you [infidels] worship. We reject all your beliefs and all your teachings. Between you and us there will forever be a ravine of hate and we will be enemies until you follow Allah’s law.’ He spoke of non-believers as posing an inherent threat to Islam. ‘There is no non-believer who allows the development of Islam, who will allow Islam to be free; non-believers must work hard to threaten Islam and the laws thereof. Non-believers will expend large sums to destroy Islam. This is the character of non-believers.’ He told his followers that *jihad* against non-believers was ‘the highest form of struggle. To win in eternal terms and to lose one’s life is holy. This is the character of Hizbullah.’

Although Ba’asyir’s sermon does not explicitly enjoin violence, it clearly conveys a sense of monumental spiritual confrontation, of a simplified ‘good versus evil’ and ‘us versus them’ world, that may attract alienated and angry young Muslims to terrorism. Moreover, the satanization of non-Muslims and concomitant endorsement of martyrdom in the Islamic cause offer a potent sanction to those seeking to justify the use of extreme violence.

**Empowerment through Terrorism**

Most of the bombers appear to have found their involvement in the Sari Club attack empowering and exhilarating. Both Amrozi and Ali Imron, for example, were boastful that they, as poor village boys, could have struck such a blow against powerful Western nations. The more ideologically driven Imam Samudra and Muhammad viewed the bombing in a broader setting of global Islam fighting back against its oppressors. All had a strong sense of Islam under siege from ‘mortal enemies’ such as the United States and regarded terrorism as the best, if not the only, way of protecting the faith. Events subsequent to the Bali bombings suggest that many JI members remain committed to pursuing their goals through terrorism. When asked by reporters for his reaction to the US-led Iraq war, Anwar Riau reported: ‘It goes to show that I was not wrong to bomb [the Bali nightclubs].’ Imam Samudra responded to the same question by calling the United States a ‘monster’ which ‘will inevitably soon be destroyed’ and urged Saddam Hussein to be ‘patient’. Western and Indonesian intelligence agencies reportedly have credible evidence of continuing JI planning for future terrorist attacks.

Southeast Asian terrorist groups are probably the least studied of any in the Islamic world. The approaching trials of the accused bombers will no doubt reveal new material about their thinking and hopefully the perpetrators will be subjected to intensive psychological examination in order to gain a more complete picture of their motivations and outlook. Disentangling international factors from local elements would seem a particular priority of this research. While it is clear that the ideology and rhetoric of al-Qaeda and other international terrorist groups has had a powerful influence on Southeast Asian extremists, the work of analysts such as Sidney Jones indicate that several factors peculiar to the region have greatly shaped the dynamics of JI. These include the historical, familial, and intellectual links with Indonesia’s Darul Islam rebellion of the 1940s and 1950s, as well as the role that the Suharto regime’s intelligence services played in manipulating and harshly repressing militant Islamist groups.

A good deal of the existing literature on JI relies heavily upon intelligence reports and briefings. A prominent example of this is the work of Rohan Gunaratna. His much-cited book, Inside al-Qaeda: Global Network of Terror (Columbia University Press, 2002), and his many press articles offer useful material on the operations of JI and other groups but pay scant attention to local factors. While JI is part of a global terrorist phenomenon, it also has region-specific traits that are important to comprehending its aims and activities. Southeast Asia is home to more than 200 million Muslims, of whom only a small fraction is inclined towards violent Islamist struggle. Without a solid understanding of the local context, scholars will have trouble identifying factors that push non-violent radicals to become terrorists. We need only consider the ‘confessions’ of the Bali bombers to appreciate the satisfaction which terrorism afforded at least some of JI’s members.
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